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A few miles below Qannubin a smaller side gorge enters
the Qadisha Valley from the south. Under the eternal
frown of its mountain walls stands the locally celebrated
monastery of Mar Antanius Qozliay'ya. The best approach
is from EhMen, which lies on the hills above. As the rough
and tortuous path approaches the convent, it passes between
two rock pinnacles joined above by an arch surmounted
by a cross. The present monastery, one of the richest in the
Lebanon, was built in 1732, and contains over one hundred
monks. There is a printing-press, whence Arabic and
Syriac books have been issued. But the interest of Qoz-
hayya centres in a cave, not far from the convent, which
pierces far into the mountain above. Here, so runs the
legend, once slept Saint Anthony himself, when he came
from Egypt to visit the Lebanon hermits. Hence to this con-
vent and cave are brought the " possessed " of all creeds, in-
cluding Moslems and Druses, that Saint Anthony may drive
out the evil spirit. As we walked about the place together,
a priest told me that sometimes the patients are cured by
simply passing under the arch and cross, which are over
the approaching path; others, when they enter the convent-
ual precincts; and still others in the church, where a priest
exorcises the evil spirit by adjuring him in the name of God,
and beating the patient on the head, sometimes with a shoe,
If the spirit will not leave the man, he is taken into the
cave, where an iron collar is fastened around his neck. If
violent, his limbs are shackled. A number of madmen may
be chained in the cave at the same time. The priest in
charge visits the cave occasionally, giving the patients to
drink of the holy water which drops from the roof, but
feeding them very little. The cure is assured when the
patient is found without the collar. Its removal is said to be
the work of Saint Anthony, whose appearance is sometimes
described by the victims. If no cure is effected the priests
conclude that the man has no devil to be exorcised, but
only a disease of the brain for which the place professes to
have no cure! That belief in diabolical possession is strong
in the land is indicated by the ordinary Arabic term for
insane, "mejntinY* which is, literally, "possessed by a jinn,

